The Perkins Song
If you like to paint, dance & sing,
Or band, strings & acting is your thing,
Then I know of a school
That is totally cool –
Perkins is the school for me!

Yes, Perkins is the school for me,
Where learning is an art you see.
Oh, the basics we learn
And then the Arts have their turn –
Perkins is the school for me!

If a field in computers is your goal,
Or if you like to speak Español,
Varied cultures we explore
And there is always so much more –
Perkins is the school for me!

Yes, Perkins is the school for me,
Where learning is an art you see.
Oh, the basics we learn
And then the Arts have their turn –
Perkins is the school for me!

Yes, Perkins Elementary,
Perkins!